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We investigate the influence of spin-orbit interaction on ballistic transport through chaotic cavities by using
semiclassical methods. Our approach is based on the Landauer formalism IBM J. Res. Dev. 1, 223 1957;
32, 306 1988 and the Fisher-Lee relations Phys. Rev. B 23, 6851 1981, appropriately generalized to
spin-orbit interaction, and a semiclassical representation of Green’s functions. We calculate conductance coef-
ficients by exploiting ergodicity and mixing of suitably combined classical spin-orbit dynamics, and making
use of the Sieber-Richter method Phys. Scr., T T90, 128 2001; Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 206801 2002 and its
most recent extensions. That way, we obtain weak antilocalization and confirm previous results obtained in the
symplectic ensemble of random matrix theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ballistic transport through chaotic cavities realized as
quantum dots in semiconductor heterostructures has been a
central issue in mesoscopic physics for many years. The uni-
versal transport properties observed in this context can be
described on a phenomenological level by random matrix
theory1 RMT. The same applies to disordered systems,
where averages over impurities can be shown to be equiva-
lent to random matrix averages. This not being possible for
individual, clean cavities, theoretical explanations of the
RMT connection have been provided making use of semi-
classical methods, which are based on the Landauer
formalism2,3 and semiclassical representations of Green’s
functions. This approach4 leads to questions that are closely
analogous to problems arising in semiclassical explanations
of universal spectral correlations in classically chaotic quan-
tum systems. Recent progress in the latter context is based on
the seminal work of Sieber and Richter5 and its
extensions.6–8 This method has been adapted9–12 to be able to
successfully explain conductance coefficients, including the
effect of weak localization, i.e., a decrease of conductance at
zero magnetic field. Further studies have been devoted to
analyses of the universality of conductance fluctuations,12,13
of shot noise,12,14–16 and of general higher moments.17 For
an overview see, e.g., Ref. 12.
In the work mentioned, transport properties were consid-
ered for ballistic, nonrelativistic electrons, neglecting their
spin. In the emerging field of semiconductor based spin
electronics18 spintronics, however, one requires an efficient
control of the spin dynamics associated with electrons in
nonmagnetic semiconductors. This purpose calls for studies
of transport properties in systems with sufficiently strong
spin-orbit couplings, i.e., where the dwell time is much
larger than the spin relaxation time. In contrast to previous
theories neglecting the spin, there one would expect appro-
priate classical spin-orbit dynamics to produce weak antilo-
calization, i.e., an enhancement of the conductance at zero
magnetic field. This prediction is also obtained on the phe-
nomenological level provided by RMT, where a half-integer
spin requires the symplectic, as opposed to the orthogonal,
circular ensemble. On this ground, one expects universal
conductance fluctuations and other transport properties also
to be affected by the presence of spin-orbit interactions.1,19 A
first semiclassical approach20 to these questions employs the
semiclassical representation of the Green’s function in spin-
orbit coupling systems derived in Ref. 21 and considers the
first order of the semiclassical Sieber-Richter expansion. It,
moreover, assumes a randomization of spin states, which is
shown to be responsible for weak antilocalization.
In this paper, our goal is to extend the results of Ref. 20 to
all orders of the Sieber-Richter expansion and to base the
semiclassical estimates entirely on dynamical properties of
suitably combined classical spin-orbit dynamics.22 These
then replace the randomization hypothesis of spin states
made in the analytic part of Ref. 20. In order to determine
the spin contribution to transmission amplitudes, we closely
follow an analogous calculation introduced in the context of
semiclassical explanations of spectral correlations in quan-
tum graphs with spin-orbit couplings.23,24 We also comment
on shot noise and on the variance of conductance fluctua-
tions.
As our model, we consider a two dimensional cavity with
two straight, semi-infinite leads with hard walls. Apart from
boundary reflections, particles with mass m, charge e, and
spin s move freely within the leads and are subjected to a
magnetic field and to spin-orbit interactions inside the cavity.
Although the relevant case of electrons enforces the spin to
be s=1/2, we deliberately allow for general spin s. Below,
this will allow us to point out characteristic differences be-
tween integer and half-integer spins. The Hamiltonian gov-
erning the dynamics in the cavity reads
Hˆ =
1
2mpˆ − ecAxˆ2 + sˆ · Cxˆ,pˆ . 1
Here, A is the vector potential for an external magnetic field
and C contains all couplings of the translational degrees of
freedom to the spin operator sˆ. This may be a Zeeman cou-
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pling, or any type of spin-orbit interactions, including
Rashba and Dresselhaus couplings. Moreover, in order to
model the hard walls, we require Dirichlet conditions at the
boundaries of the cavity and of the leads.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II is devoted to
a generalization of the Landauer formalism and the Fisher-
Lee relations to systems with spin-orbit interaction. Then, we
present semiclassical representations of S-matrix elements in
that case. In Sec. III, we first introduce ergodicity and mixing
conditions that include a classical spin-orbit interaction. This
is followed by our calculation of the conductance in two
ways: in the configuration-space and in the phase-space ap-
proach. In Secs. IV and V, we then outline how our approach
can be extended to calculate shot noise and conductance
fluctuations, respectively. An appendix contains a calculation
whose result is central to the phase-space approach employed
in Sec. III.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We follow the usual approach to obtain semiclassical ap-
proximations to transmission by employing the Landauer
formalism2,3 and introducing semiclassical representations
for Green’s functions. In the absence of spin-orbit interac-
tions, this procedure is well established.25–27 Here, we briefly
describe the extensions required by the presence of spin-orbit
interactions see also Ref. 20.
A. Landauer formalism with spin
The Landauer formalism provides a link between conduc-
tance coefficients, as defined through
In = 
m
gnmVm, 2
and S-matrix elements. In Eq. 2, the indices label the leads,
Vm is the voltage applied at lead m, and In is the current
through lead n. Here, the number of leads may be arbitrary.
An S-matrix element S
nm
nm is defined as the transition ampli-
tude between an asymptotic incoming state in the lead m,
characterized by the collection m of its quantum numbers,
to an asymptotic outgoing state in the lead n, accordingly
characterized by n.
In Refs. 26 and 27, the Landauer formalism was derived
from the Schrödinger equation in linear response theory,
making use of an appropriate Kubo-Greenwood formula. We
first remark that an inclusion of spin, interacting with the
translational degrees of freedom via a Zeeman, Rashba, or
Dresselhaus coupling, into this method causes no problems.
Although the current density is modified, its conservation in
the form required for the Kubo-Greenwood expression of the
conductivity to hold is indeed guaranteed. One then obtains
for transmission i.e., mn
gnm = −
e2
h 0

dEfE 
n,m
	Snm
nm 	2, 3
and for reflection i.e., m=n
gnn =
e2
h 0

dEfE2s + 1Nn − 
n,n
	Snn
nn 	2 . 4
Here, Nn is the number of open channels in the lead n with-
out spin degeneracy at energy E, and fE denotes the
Fermi distribution function at inverse temperature . Of
course, this requires the spin quantum number s to be half-
integer.
In the next step, S-matrix elements have to be related to
Green’s functions Gx ,x ,E. These satisfy the following
equations:

 12mpˆ − ecAxˆ2 + sˆ · Cxˆ,pˆ − EGx,x,E = x − x
5
and

 12mpˆ + ecAxˆ2 − EGx,x,E
+ C*xˆ,pˆGx,x,Esˆ = x − x . 6
The unusual form of the second equation is dictated by the
fact that Gx ,x ,E is a Hermitian 2s+1 2s+1 matrix
in spin space. In the following, we will always choose ad-
vanced Green’s functions, fully characterized by Eqs. 5 and
6 as well as the condition that, asymptotically in the leads,
they contain only outgoing contributions.
As in the case without spin,26 one can express the
S-matrix elements in terms of the advanced Green’s func-
tion. To this end, one replaces the disorder potential Ux
occurring in Ref. 26 with the spin-orbit interaction term. Due
to the Hermiticity of the coupling, one can then proceed as in
Ref. 26. Up to a global phase factor, for mn this yields
Snm
nm
=
22
im
 kankam
WmWn

0
Wn
dyn
0
Wm
dym sinanynWn 
sinamymWm G		xn,xm ,E , 7
and for m=n
Snn
nn
=
22
im
kankan
Wn

0
Wn
dyn
0
Wn
dyn sinanynWn 
sinanynWn G		xn,xn,E + nn. 8
Here, we have introduced coordinates xn= xn ,yn, where xn

0 is a longitudinal, outward running coordinate in the lead
n and 0ynWn is the corresponding transversal coordinate
see also Fig. 1. The transversal quantum number is an
=1, . . . ,Nn with associated wave number kan
=2mE /2−an22 /Wn2. The number Nn of open transversal
channels then is the largest integer an that leaves the wave
number real. Moreover, 	=−s , . . . ,s is a spin index such that
altogether n= E ,an ,	.
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We remark that in Eqs. 7 and 8 the points xn ,xm can be
chosen anywhere in the respective leads. For later conve-
nience, we take them on the connection of the leads to the
cavity, i.e., with xn=0=xm .
B. Semiclassical Green’s function and transmission amplitudes
In order to proceed further, one requires a semiclassical
representation for the Green’s function defined in Eqs. 5
and 6. In Ref. 21, this was achieved through an asymptotic
expansion in powers of Planck’s constant  for the quantum
propagator generated by the Hamiltonian 1 which yielded,
after a Fourier transformation, a respective semiclassical ex-
pansion for the Green’s function. The range of validity of
this procedure follows from the observation that since the
spin operator sˆ is linear in , the energy scale of the spin-
orbit interaction term becomes small as compared to the ki-
netic term in the limit →0. This condition is equivalent to
the spin-precession length being large compared to the Fermi
wavelength. In semiconductor heterostructures, this require-
ment is usually fulfilled.
The semiclassical representation for the Green’s function
obtained in Ref. 21 reads
Gx,x,E  
x,x
Ax,x,Eexp„i/Sx,x,E… , 9
as →0. The sum extends over all classical trajectories
x ,x generated by the classical Hamiltonian
H0x,p =
1
2mp − ecAx2 10
plus reflections from hard walls that run from x to x at
energy E. Choosing x ,x= xn ,xm  as in Eqs. 7 and 8,
the relevant trajectories are those that enter the cavity at lead
m and leave through lead n. Moreover, Sx ,x ,E is the
classical action of the trajectory, and the leading order of the
amplitude Ax ,x ,E reads
Ax,x,E =
e−i/2
i2i
CDx,p,t1 + O . 11
Here,  is a Maslov index of the trajectory , and
C ª det
2S
xx
2S
xE
2S
xE
2S
E2
 . 12
The contribution of the spin is, in leading semiclassical or-
der, completely contained in the spin-transport matrix
Dx ,p , t. This is the spin-s representation of the spin
propagator dx ,p , t, which is defined as a solution of the
equation
d
dt
dx,p,t +
i
2
C„Xt,Pt… · dx,p,t = 0, 13
with initial condition dx ,p ,0=1. Here, (Xt ,Pt) is
the point in phase space of the classical trajectory  at time t.
Its initial point at time t=0 is x ,p. Moreover,  is the
vector of Pauli spin matrices. Therefore, d is an SU2 ma-
trix that can be seen as a propagator for the spin along the
classical trajectory .
Upon dividing the trajectory  into two pieces 1 and 2,
such that t= t1+ t2, the spin propagator is clearly multiplica-
tive. Since D arises from a group representation, it inherits
this multiplicative property from the propagator, i.e.,
Dx,p,t1 + t2 = D2„Xt1,Pt1,t2…D1x,p,t1 .
14
This relation will be used extensively in Sec. III.
In order to obtain a semiclassical representation of trans-
mission amplitudes, we insert expression 9 into Eq. 7.
Then, the integrals over y and y, respectively, are evaluated,
asymptotically as →0, with the method of stationary phase.
In this context, we stress the following important observa-
tion: The number of accessible transversal states including
spin in the nth lead is 2s+1Nn= 2s+12mEWn / ,
where x denotes the integer part of xR. We choose the
widths Wn of the leads to formally shrink proportionally to 
in this limit compare also Ref. 15 and hence set Wn=W˜ n,
to the effect that the sine factors in Eqs. 7 and 8 contrib-
ute rapidly oscillating phases. These have to be taken into
account when determining stationary points of the total
phases in the integrals. The condition of stationary phase
hence imposes the following restrictions on the transversal
momenta:
py = −
S
ym
= ±
am
W˜ m
15
and
py =
S
yn
= 
an
W˜ n
, 16
upon entry and exit, respectively, of the trajectories. If the
points of entry and exit are free of magnetic fields, and thus
p=mx˙ at these points, one can characterize the trajectories in
terms of the angles  and , under which they enter and
leave the cavity with respect to the longitudinal directions of
the leads see also Fig. 2. These angles are related to the
FIG. 1. Sketch of the geometry.
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transversal momenta Eqs. 15 and 16 through sin 
= py /2mE and sin = py /2mE. If one wished to keep the
widths of the openings fixed, however, the method of station-
ary phase would enforce the conditions py=0= py upon the
trajectories, thus leading to semiclassical expressions differ-
ent from the ones we use henceforth. In order to keep con-
ditions equivalent to Eqs. 15 and 16, one then would have
to consider large transversal quantum numbers. This could be
achieved by introducing rescaled quantum numbers a˜n=an,
kept at a fixed value. In that context, the limit of large num-
bers Nn of open transversal channels is required see also
Ref. 16.
Collecting now all terms that emerge in the stationary
phase calculation finally leads to the following leading semi-
classical contribution to the S-matrix elements:
Snm
nm  
,
B,D,
		 exp„i/S,… , 17
where the sum extends over all trajectories that run from lead
m through the cavity to lead n and are characterized by con-
ditions 15 and 16, expressed in terms of the angles of
entry and exit. The explicit form of the factor B, is the
same as if there were no spin present,26
B, = i2WmWn sgn±am sgn±an	cos  cos M,21 	1/2 expi
±am ym
Wm
+
±anyn
Wn
−
1
2
, . 18
Here, M
,
21 is an element of the monodromy matrix of
 , that arises from the matrix appearing in Eq. 12 by
a restriction to the phase-space directions transversal to the
trajectory. Furthermore, , is a modified Maslov index
that contains the index , from Eq. 11 and additional
phases resulting from the stationary phase calculation of the
integrals over yn and ym .
The above result Eq. 17 primarily refers to transmis-
sion amplitudes nm, but can be carried over to the case
of reflection n=m. The reason for this is that the additional
term nn in Eq. 8 is canceled by the contribution of direct
trajectories in the opening of the lead n that never enter the
cavity.4
The ultimate goal being a semiclassical calculation of the
conductance coefficients Eqs. 3 and 4, one therefore re-
quires the evaluation of double sums,
	Snm
nm 	2  
,

,
BB
* D
		D
		* exp„i/S − S… ,
19
over classical trajectories. This will be the task for the rest of
this paper.
To simplify the calculations, from now on we restrict our
attention to the case of two leads. With an incoming wave in
the lead m=1, we are thus dealing with the transmission
coefficient g21 and the reflection coefficient g11. To this end,
we will determine the transmission matrix S21 and the reflec-
tion matrix S11, leading to the transmission and reflection
coefficients
T = 
2,1
	S21
21 	2, R = 
2,2
	S22
22 	2, 20
respectively. Hence, at zero temperature the current through
lead 2 is
I2 =
e2
h
TV1 + R − 2s + 1N2V2 , 21
where T and R are taken at the Fermi energy EF. Together
with the condition g21+g22=0, expressing that equal voltages
at both leads produce no current, this yields the relation
I2 =
e2
h
TV1 − V2 . 22
III. SEMICLASSICAL CALCULATION
OF CONDUCTIVITY COEFFICIENTS
The calculation of the double sum Eq. 19 over classi-
cal trajectories requires input from dynamical properties of
the associated classical system. With spin-orbit interactions
present, one therefore first has to identify an appropriate clas-
sical system. Moreover, ergodic properties of the classical
system imply necessary ingredients for the further calcula-
tion. The diagonal contribution to the double sum is evalu-
ated with a sum rule,9,20 whereas the nondiagonal terms are
evaluated following the Sieber-Richter method.5,9,15,20
A. Classical spin-orbit dynamics
The classical dynamics that enters the semiclassical rep-
resentation 9 consists of two parts:21 the motion of the
point particle generated by the Hamiltonian 10, including
elastic reflections from hard walls, and the spin that is driven
by this motion according to Eq. 13. These contributions can
be combined into a single dynamics on a spin-orbit phase
space.22 The relevant classical trajectory is (Xt ,Pt ,gt),
with initial condition x ,p ,g at t=0. Here, gSU2 and
gt=dx ,p , tg provides the spin part of the combined
motion. We remark that this description of spin appears
quantum mechanical. However, by passing to expectation
values of the spin operator d
† 1
2d in normalized spin states
 Heisenberg picture, the spin variable becomes a unit vec-
tor  ,d†
1
2d. Hence, the spin part of the combined
phase space is a unit sphere. The two views of the spin
motion, either on SU2 or on a unit sphere, are, in fact,
equivalent.21 In both cases, we will therefore speak of clas-
sical spin-orbit dynamics.
Ergodicity is a concept developed for closed systems. It
can, however, be suitably extended to open systems of the
kind under consideration here. To this end, one divides the
configuration space Q of the device into a closed part Qc,
consisting of the cavity with the leads truncated and the
openings closed, plus the infinite leads. From now on, we
suppose the shape of the closed part to form a chaotic bil-
liard, ensuring ergodicity of the motion inside the cavity.
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Then, t is the probability for a typical trajectory to stay
within the cavity at least up to time t. For large times,
t  exp− t/, t →  , 23
with inverse dwell time
1

=

mA
N1 + N2 , 24
in which A denotes the area of the closed part Qc. For the
associated part of phase space, we also introduce the volume
E = 
Qc
d2x
R2
d2p„E − H0x,p… = 2mA 25
of the energy shell. This expression has no integration over
the spin part, since the Hamiltonian is independent thereof,
and an integration over SU2 with respect to Haar measure
dg yields 1.
For the open system, the concept of ergodicity has to be
modified in that the possibility of a trajectory to leave the
cavity must be taken into account. When the motion inside
the cavity is ergodic, this leads to the following relation be-
tween phase-space averages and time averages over typical
spin-orbit trajectories:

0
T
dtf„Xt,Pt,gt…

1
E0
T
dtt
Qc
d2x
R2
d2p
SU2
dgfx,p,g
„E − H0x,p… , 26
as T→. Here, f is an arbitrary function on the combined
phase space and ¯ denotes an average over initial condi-
tions. This relation, which properly reflects the chaotic nature
of the combined classical spin-orbit motion, provides the ba-
sis for further use of dynamical properties in the calculation
of the sum Eq. 19 over classical trajectories.
The stronger mixing property, which we also assume to
hold henceforth, means that correlations of two spin-orbit
observables f and h decay, i.e.,
limt→ 
Qc
d2x
R2
d2p
SU2
dgh„Xt,Pt,gt…fx,p,g„E − H0x,p…
=
1
EQc d2xR2 d2pSU2 dghx,p,g„E − H0x,p…Qc d2xR2 d2pSU2 dgfx,p,g„E − H0x,p… .
27
We stress that ergodicity and mixing of the spin-orbit dynam-
ics do not simply follow from chaotic properties of the un-
derlying translational motion. They require, in addition, that
the spin-orbit coupling is sufficiently complex in order to
exclude trivial spin motions.
B. Transmission and reflection coefficients in the
configuration-space approach
In the first step, we calculate the leading semiclassical
contribution to transmission and reflection coefficients from
Eq. 19, averaged over a small energy window, by using the
configuration-space approach. Such a calculation has been
performed previously,20 however, with a sum rule that only
takes the particle motion into account. The spin contribution
was built in subsequently, assuming that traces of products of
spin-transport matrices can be replaced by certain averages.
Here, we reproduce the result obtained in Ref. 20 by using a
sum rule for the complete spin-orbit dynamics that follows
from Eq. 26. Thus, we base the assumptions made in Ref.
20 on a firm dynamical ground.
As →0, the terms in the double sum Eq. 19 are
highly oscillatory, except for contributions with S=S. Ge-
nerically, if no symmetries are present, this only occurs for
the diagonal =. In the event that time-reversal invariance
is not broken, however, the time-reversed trajectory −1 has
the same action as . Of course, −1 is only among the tra-
jectories to be summed over in the case of reflection n=1
=m when, moreover, =, i.e., only for S11
11
with a1=a1.
All further terms are oscillatory, with a decreasing impor-
tance of their contribution, after averaging over an energy
window, when the action differences increase. Below, we
calculate the two leading contributions to the quantity

	,	=−s
s
	Snm
nm 	2  
,
BB
* TrDD
† exp„i/S − S…
28
for systems with time-reversal invariance: i the diagonal
contribution in which the sum over  is restricted to =
for transmission or =±1 for reflection and ii the one-
loop contribution in which the sums over  and  are con-
fined to so-called Sieber-Richter pairs see also Ref. 20.
Due to the unitarity of the spin-transport matrices, in the
diagonal case, terms with = yield a spin contribution of
TrDD
†=2s+1. Thus, the diagonal contribution to Eq. 28
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can immediately be obtained from the respective result with-
out spin,4,9
 
	,	=−s
s
	Snm
nm 	diag
2 
E

2s + 1
N1 + N2
. 29
In the case of reflection n=1=m with a1=a1, an additional
diagonal contribution arises from the terms with =−1, if
time-reversal invariance is unbroken. Its spin contribution is
TrDD−1
† =TrD
2. One hence requires a suitable sum rule
that incorporates the combined classical spin-orbit motion.
For this purpose, we choose the function
f„Xt,Pt,gt… = 1
m
„t − …„xt…„yt… −„yt
− W1…Tr„sgtg0−1…2 30
in Eq. 26. Here, sg denotes the spin-s representation of
gSU2,  is the angular variable in planar polar coordi-
nates for p, and y is a Heavyside step function. An evalu-
ation of Eq. 26 with the function in Eq. 30 then leads to
the sum rule as T→

,TT
	B	2 TrD
2 

2W˜ 1
− 12s
2mA0
T
dtt . 31
After an average over a small window in energy this, to-
gether with Eq. 29, finally yields the semiclassical result
 
	,	=−s
s
	S11
11 	diag
2 
E

2s + 1 + − 12sa1a1
N1 + N2
32
for the diagonal contribution to Eq. 28. For s=1/2, the
right-hand side is 1 / N1+N2.
Sieber-Richter pairs of trajectories are characterized by
the fact that one trajectory possesses a self-crossing with a
small crossing angle , thus forming a loop. The partner
trajectory then looks like the former one cut open at the
self-crossing, but with the loop direction reversed and then
glued together, such that the self-crossing is replaced by an
almost-crossing see Fig. 2. In principle, the trajectories in
such pairs can have an arbitrary number of self-crossings, but
the magnitude of their contributions to Eq. 28 decreases
with increasing action differences. These, in turn, grow with
the number of places in which a self-crossing of one trajec-
tory is paired with an almost-crossing of the corresponding
partner trajectory. The most important “one-loop” contribu-
tion comes from pairs which differ in one crossing. In order
to calculate the one-loop contribution, one requires the dis-
tribution of the crossing angles  for pairs of trajectories with
loops of duration T,
PS,T =
1
EQc d2xR2 d2pTmin
T
dtlpS,T,tl .
33
Here, pS ,T , tl is a density of crossing angles defined as
pS,T,tl = 
0
T−tl
dts	J	E − H0„Pts…Tr„sgt
g0−1…2„ − ts,tl…„Xts − Xts + tl… ,
34
where ts , tl denotes the angle between the velocities vts
and vts+ tl. Given a crossing angle , the minimal duration
for a loop to close is Tmin. In chaotic systems, this quantity
behaves like Tmin=Olog  as →0.5 Furthermore,
	J	 = 	vts vts + tl	 = 	vts		vts + tl	sin ts,tl 35
is a Jacobian, and ts, tl denote the time along the trajectory up
to the starting point of the loop and along the loop, respec-
tively.
Assuming that the classical spin-orbit dynamics is not
only ergodic, but also mixing, the distribution in Eq. 33 can
be calculated further. It can be identified as the left-hand side
of an appropriate relation of the type of Eq. 27. The right-
hand side then yields, as →0,
PS,T 
− 12s
A
2E
m
sin T22 − TTmin + Tmin2 2  .
36
This expression differs from the respective one without spin
that was obtained in Ref. 5 only by a factor −12s, i.e., a sign
in the case s=1/2. With this information at hand, the one-
loop contribution can be calculated as in the case without
spin,9 finally yielding
 
	,	=−s
s
	S12
21 	1-loop
2 
E
 −
− 12s
N1 + N22
. 37
This is in accordance with what has been obtained in Ref. 20.
C. Transmission coefficients in the phase-space approach
Higher orders in the “loop expansion” described above
have been calculated previously for spectral form factors7 as
well as for conductance coefficients for systems without spin
contributions.10 The approach taken in these papers utilizes
trajectories in classical phase space and identifies the pairs of
self-crossings and/or almost-crossings in configuration space
FIG. 2. A Sieber-Richter pair of trajectories.
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as pairs of trajectories with almost-crossings in phase space,
which differ in the way they are connected at the almost
crossings. This point of view opens the possibility for a clas-
sification of the trajectory pairs in terms of their encounters.7
Here, we follow this phase-space approach and amend the
previous result10 with the contribution of the spin-orbit cou-
pling.
To be more precise, we consider trajectories that possess
close self-encounters in phase space, in which two or more
short stretches of the trajectory are almost identical, possibly
up to time reversal. These stretches are connected by long
parts of the trajectory, which we call loops. We then form
pairs  , of such trajectories in which  and  are almost
identical up to time reversal along the loops, but differ
from each other in the way the loops are connected in the
encounter region. In order to quantify these encounters, we
introduce a vector v , whose lth component, vl, denotes the
number of encounters with l stretches. Hence, the total num-
ber of encounters is V=l
2vl, with a total of L=l
2lvl
stretches involved. In general, however, given a vector v ,
there will be Nv
1 different trajectory pairs associated
with it. These may, e.g., differ in the order the loops connect
the encounters, or in the relative directions, in which the
encounter stretches are traversed.
To reveal the phase-space structure of trajectory pairs and
to compute their contributions to Eq. 19, one introduces
Poincaré sections, which cut the trajectories into pieces. In
order to adapt this cutting to the sequence of encounters and
loops, one chooses a Poincaré section in every of the V given
encounter regions. We then denote by t,j , j=1, . . . , l, 
=1, . . . ,V the times at which the encounter stretches pierce
this section, and by tenc

, the duration of the encounters. To
this cutting of the trajectories corresponds the splitting
D = DL+1DL ¯ D1 38
of the spin-transport matrices which, with an obvious nota-
tion, follows from the composition rule Eq. 14. The spin
transport along the partner trajectory then reads
D  DL+1DkL
L ¯ Dk22D1. 39
Here,  j = ±1, depending on the relative orientation of the
trajectory between the j−1st and the jth cutting of  and
, respectively, through the Poincaré section. We notice that
at this point, time-reversal invariance enters crucially. More-
over, the indices kj take care of the fact that in  and , the
loops may be traversed in different successions. Thus, the
spin-dependent weights in Eq. 28 for each pair of trajecto-
ries are approximately given by
TrDD
†   TrDL ¯ D2Dk2†2 ¯ DkL†L . 40
The calculation of transmission amplitudes performed in
Ref. 10 has now to be modified in that expressions 40 must
be included. To this end, we recall the strategy devised in
Refs. 7 and 10: For each encounter, one introduces coordi-
nates on the Poincaré section adapted to the piercing by the
trajectories and the linear stability of the dynamics. In en-
counter , the coordinates sj

,uj
, j=1, . . . , l−1, describe
the separation of the j+1st piercing from the jth one along
the stable and unstable manifolds, respectively, of the latter.
The total of L−V stable and unstable coordinates are then
collected in the vectors s ,u. In these coordinates, action
differences of partner trajectories approximately read as
S = S − S  
,j
sj
uj

. 41
Moreover, the requirement that encounters be close can then
be expressed in terms of the condition 	sj
	,	uj
	c with some
constant c, which yields the duration of an encounter,
tenc
 
1

ln
c2
maxi	si	maxj	uj	
, tenc
 →  . 42
One then introduces a density wT
spins ,u of encounters,
weighted with the spin contribution, for trajectories of dura-
tion T with a given encounter structure specified by the vec-
tor v . In analogy to the case without spin,15 this leads to the
following approximation:



v
Nv
−c
c
¯ 
−c
c
dL−VudL−Vs
exp„i/S…wTspins,u	B	2
E
, 43
to the quantity
T
a2a1
nd ª 
	,	=−s
s
	S21
21 	2
E
−
2s + 1
N1 + N2
. 44
After summing over all possible values of a2 ,a1, this yields
the nondiagonal contribution to the energy-averaged trans-
mission amplitude T compare Eqs. 20 and 29.
The essential point now is to calculate the density
wT
spins ,u. In the case without spin-orbit interaction, the cor-
responding expression wTs ,u was defined in Ref. 7 as a
density of phase-space separations s and u similar to the
density P ,T with respect to  in the configuration-space
approach. It was given as
wTs,u =
1
EQc d2xR2 d2p„E − H0x,p…

0


j=1
L
dtjT − 
=1
V
ltenc

− 
j=1
L
tj

=1
V 1
tenc
 
j=2
l
„Xtj ,Ptj … − zj .
45
The average in the first line is over all possible initial points
of the trajectory. In the second line, the integration extends
over all loop durations tj; their lengths are constrained by the
theta function. In order to prevent overcounting,7 the product
of all encounter durations tenc
 is divided out. The last product
guarantees that the position of the orbit at times when it
pierces through the sections is fixed as zj. This denotes the
first point of the orbit in which it pierces through a certain
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section plus the separation thereof as specified by the coor-
dinates s and u. From Eq. 45, one obtains wT
spins ,u by
including TrDD
†  under the integral. Using that the dura-
tions of encounters are semiclassically large, compare Eq.
42, the result can be obtained in analogy to Eq. 34 by
employing Eq. 27. The right-hand side then yields
wT
spins,u 
T − 
=1
V
ltenc
 L
EL−V
=1
V
tenc
 L!
M, 46
i.e., a factorization into the spin-independent part identical to
wTs ,u and a spin contribution,
M ª 
SU2
¯ 
SU2
dgL ¯ dg2
Tr„sgL ¯ g2gk22† ¯ gkLL†… . 47
In order to calculate Eq. 47, we follow the method devel-
oped in Refs. 23 and 24 for the spectral form factor of quan-
tum graphs with spin-orbit interaction. In analogy to Theo-
rem 6.1 of Ref. 24, we find in the present context that
M = 2s + 1 − 12s2s + 1 
L−V
. 48
This will be proven in the Appendix. We stress that this spin
contribution, apart from the spin quantum number, only de-
pends on L−V.
Equation 44 can now be calculated in analogy to the
case without spin.10 Starting from Eq. 43, one employs the
expressions for S from Eq. 41 and for wT
spins ,u, the sum
rule from Ref. 9, and the survival probability t, modified
by replacing t with t−=1
V l−1tenc
  as in Ref. 10. This
yields
T
a2,a1
nd 2s + 1
mA v
Nv
i=1
L+1
0

dti exp− ti


−c
c
¯ 
−c
c dL−VudL−Vs
EL−V =1
V exp− tenc

+
i

S
tenc
 
E
 − 12s2s + 1 
L−V

2s + 1
N1 + N2

k=1
  1N1 + N2
k − 12s2s + 1 
k

v ,L−V=k
− 1VNv . 49
The integrals over s and u were calculated in Ref. 10, and the
sum over v can be carried out with the recursion formula10

v ,L−V=k
− 1VNv = 1 − 2

k, 50
where =1 if time-reversal symmetry is present and =2 if
time-reversal symmetry is broken.
Finally, using these results in the case of time-reversal
invariance, we obtain for the full transmission matrix, in-
cluding also the diagonal part,
T
a2,a1
nd
+
2s + 1
N1 + N2

2s + 12
2s + 1N1 + N2 − 1
, 51
in the case of half-integer s, and
T
a2,a1
nd
+
2s + 1
N1 + N2

2s + 12
2s + 1N1 + N2 + 1
, 52
if s is integer. For s=1/2, Eq. 51 is identical with the one
obtained using random matrix theory, in the circular sym-
plectic ensemble.1
These findings can now be compared with the respective
results when time reversal is absent, thus revealing the be-
havior of the transmission under a breaking of time reversal
by, e.g., turning on a magnetic field. In that case, =2 so that
Eq. 50 vanishes, implying via Eq. 49 that only the diag-
onal contribution survives. The difference T=T=1
−T=2 of the transmission coefficients is therefore
T  N1N22s + 1
N1 + N22s + 1N1 + N2 − 1
, 53
in the case of half-integer s, and
T  − N1N22s + 1
N1 + N22s + 1N1 + N2 + 1
, 54
if s is integer. From these expressions, one immediately con-
cludes that the transmission i.e., conductivity is enhanced
at zero magnetic field when time-reversal symmetry is re-
stored, if the spin is half-integer; thus, weak antilocalization
occurs. The only semiclassical derivation of weak antilocal-
ization so far20 was restricted to the one-loop contribution
and employed asymptotics for large N1 ,N2.
For integer spin, the above results predict weak localiza-
tion. The latter property had previously been obtained in
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semiclassical studies where the spin-orbit interaction had
been neglected.9 Of course, transport properties of bosons
are different from those of fermions and relations 3 and 4
are not applicable in that case. However, expressions 52
and 54 are still measuring transport properties of, e.g., cold
atoms with narrow energy distributions.
IV. SHOT NOISE
The techniques developed above can be applied to a num-
ber of further problems arising in the context of ballistic
transport through chaotic mesoscopic cavities. As a first ex-
ample, we consider shot noise. To this end, one needs to
compute the energy-averaged Fano factor F, defined as28
F ª TrTT
†
− TT†TT†E
TrTT†E
, 55
in terms of the transmission matrix T=S21. The denominator
has been dealt with above, and the spin-independent contri-
bution to
TrTT†TT† 56
was calculated semiclassically in Ref. 15. We are hence left
with the task of determining the spin contribution to Eq.
56. Referring to the semiclassical representation Eq. 17,
one immediately realizes that a fourfold sum over classical
trajectories emerges. In addition to the case covered in Ref.
15, each term in this sum acquires an additional factor of
TrDs
†DuDv
†Dw , 57
in which the indices label the trajectories involved. The di-
agonal contribution to the fourfold sum occurs with s=u and
v=w or with s=w and u=v. In both cases, unitarity implies
TrDs
†DuDv
†Dw = 2s + 1. 58
Beyond this, one has to consider the encounter of four tra-
jectories. For the first time, this has been done in quantum
graphs14 and has later been extended in Ref. 15. Following
the method of these papers, every trajectory consists of two
parts, labeled by 1 and 2. Approximately, one then has s1
=w1, u1=v1, s2=u2, and v2=w2. Thus,
TrDs
†DuDv
†Dw  TrDs1
† Ds2
† Ds2Dv1Dv1
† Dv2
† Dv2Ds1 = 2s + 1.
59
Following further the calculation of the Fano factor in Ref.
15, we obtain
F 
N1N2
N1 + N22
, 60
for N1 ,N2→. This result coincides with the respective out-
come of a random matrix calculation in the symplectic en-
semble to leading order as N1 ,N2→.1,19
V. CONDUCTANCE FLUCTUATIONS
Universality of conductance fluctuations is often charac-
terized in terms of the energy-averaged variance of TrTT†.
Instead of this quantity, the energy-averaged covariance of
TrRnRn†, where n=1,2 labels the leads, can also be con-
sidered see Ref. 13 for details. Our calculations are based
on the first paper of Ref. 13, whose method can still be
applied when the Ehrenfest time is much smaller than the
dwell time; this condition is fulfilled in the semiclassical
limit considered here.
The calculation of the variances again involves fourfold
sums over trajectories, in which the spin contribution occurs
in terms of the factors
TrDsDu
†TrDvDw
†  . 61
Switching off the spin-orbit interaction while preserving the
presence of spin s, one obtains
TrDsDu
†TrDvDw
†  = 2s + 12. 62
In the presence of spin-orbit interaction, one must examine
the trajectories involved more closely. Here, we again con-
sider the case N1 ,N21. The trajectories are divided into
three parts labeled by 1, 2, and 3, and the relations s1=u1,
s2=v¯2, s3=u3, v1=w1, u2= w¯2, and v3=w3 or s1=u1, s2=v2,
s3=u3, v1=w1, u2=w2, and v3=w3 hold approximately. Here,
an overbar indicates that these pieces are traversed in reverse
direction. In the first case, this yields
TrDsDu
†TrDvDw
†   TrDs2Du2
† TrDu2Ds2
†  , 63
whereas in the second case,
TrDsDu
†TrDvDw
†   TrDs2Du2
† 2. 64
After an average over SU2, very much alike in the main
part of this work, we obtain for the first case23,24

SU2

SU2
dgadgb Tr„sgagb†…Tr„sgbga†… = 1,
65
and for the second case21

SU2

SU2
dgadgbTr„sgagb†…2 = 1. 66
We follow Ref. 13 further and finally observe that, with
N1 ,N21, the energy-averaged variance of TrTT† reads
var„TrTT†…E  22s + 12 N1N2
2
N1 + N24
, 67
when the spin-orbit interaction is switched off, and
var„TrTT†…E  2 N1N2
2
N1 + N24
, 68
in the presence of spin-orbit interaction. Again, this finding is
in accordance with the respective leading-order result in the
symplectic ensemble of RMT.1,19
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We considered the semiclassical description of ballistic
transport through chaotic mesoscopic cavities in the presence
of spin-orbit interactions. Our focus was the calculation of
transmission coefficients. Here, the principal task was to
verify the effect of weak antilocalization in the form pre-
dicted by RMT.
Working within the framework of the Landauer formal-
ism, our starting point was a semiclassical representation of
Green’s functions for Hamiltonians that contain a spin-orbit
interaction. Transmission coefficients then require the evalu-
ation of double sums over classical trajectories. The principal
difficulty presented by such expressions is to get hold of the
interferences thus occurring. This can be overcome success-
fully by exploiting the Sieber-Richter method, originally de-
veloped to perform analogous calculations in the context of
spectral fluctuations in classically chaotic quantum systems.
We attacked the problem using the two established vari-
ants of the Sieber-Richter method: the configuration-space
approach for the leading order and the phase-space approach
for the remaining contributions. In the first case, a key input
was a classical sum rule encoding an ergodic and mixing
behavior of the combined classical spin-orbit dynamics. Es-
sential to the success of the phase-space approach was a
calculation of the spin contribution to pairs of classical tra-
jectories that are grouped together pairwise according to the
structure of their almost self-encounters. This led to the cen-
tral result given in Eq. 48. The sign appearing points to the
essential difference between the effects of half-integer spin
as opposed to integer spin including spin zero. This differ-
ence was then identified as responsible for weak antilocaliza-
tion or localization, respectively, to occur. We finally showed
how our approach generalizes to semiclassical descriptions
of shot noise and of universal conductance fluctuations.
APPENDIX: PROOF OF EQUATION (48)
We will show the validity of Eq. 48 by induction with
respect to the number n of 2-encounters of two trajectories
. The proof is based on the relations

SU2
dg Tr„sxgyg… = − 1
2s
2s + 1
Tr„sxy−1… A1
and

SU2

SU2
dgdh Tr„sgwh−1xg−1yhz…
=
1
2s + 12
Tr„syxwz… , A2
valid for all w ,x ,y ,zSU2. For finite groups, analogous
identities have been shown in Ref. 24; their proofs can be
directly carried over to the present case.
We now proceed in three steps.
1 First, consider the case n=0, where =. This also
means  j =1 and kj = j. Here, we obtain
M = 
SU2
¯ 
SU2
dgL ¯ dg2 Tr„sgL ¯ g2g2† ¯ gL†…
= 2s + 1. A3
l 1
l 2
l 3
b
cd
a a
c
l 4
l 6
l 5
b
d
FIG. 3. Sketches of the trajectories  left and  right that are considered under step 2.
l 1
a1 b1
l 2
a2 b2
l 3
c1 d1
l 4
c2 d2
l 5
l l
1a
b1
c
1
d1
l
l
l
c2 d2
a 2 b2
6 7
8
9
10
FIG. 4. Sketches of the trajectories  left and  right that are considered under step 3.
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2 We assume the validity of Eq. 48 for two trajectories = l1 ,a ,b , l2 ,c ,d , l3 and = l4 ,a ,b , l5 ,c ,d , l6, as shown in
Fig. 3. Here, lj stands for stretches of the trajectories  and  containing an unspecified number of 2-encounters. By
assumption, the actual number of 2-encounters, where  differs from , is n. We show now that relation 48 is still valid,
when we replace  with the trajectory = l4 ,a , c¯ , l¯5 ,b¯ ,d , l6. Thus,  differs from  in n=n+1 2-encounters. Then,
M = 
SU2
¯ 
SU2
dgadgbdgcdgd ¯ Tr„sgl3gdgcgl2gbgagl1gl4† ga†gcgl5gbgd†gl6† …
= 
SU2
¯ 
SU2
dgxdgydgz ¯ Tr„sgl3gxgl2gygl1gl4† gy†gzgl5gzgx†gl6† …
=
− 12s
2s + 1 SU2 ¯ SU2 dgxdgy ¯ Tr„sgl3gxgl2gygl1gl4† gy†gl5† gx†gl6† …
=
− 12s
2s + 1 SU2 ¯ SU2 dgadgbdgcdgd . . . Tr„sgl3gdgcgl2gbgagl1gl4† ga†gb†gl5† gc†gd†gl6† …
=
− 12s
2s + 1
M. A4
In the second step, we substituted gdgc=gx, gbgc=gz, and gbga=gy, and in the third one we used Eq. A1. In the fourth step,
we undid the substitution. This calculation proves that changing the number of 2-encounters, in which  and  differ, by 1
indeed contributes a factor of −12s / 2s+1.
3 We assume the validity of relation 48 for the two trajectories = l1 ,a1 ,b1 , l2 ,a2 ,b2 , l3 ,c1 ,d1 , l4 ,c2 ,d2 , l5 and
= l6 ,a1 ,b1 , l7 ,a2 ,b2 , l8 ,c1 ,d1 , l9 ,c2 ,d2 , l10, as shown in Fig. 4. Again, we assume that the number of 2-encounters, where
 differs from , is n. We then show that relation 48 is unchanged under a replacement of  with the trajectory
= l6 ,a1 ,d1 , l9 ,c2 ,b2 , l8 ,c1 ,b1 , l7 ,a2 ,d2 , l10. Notice that  cannot be constructed by applying the procedure of step 2 twice:
here, the stretches l6, l7, and l9 of  are traversed in parallel direction, whereas in step 2 the stretches l4 and l6 of  are
traversed in antiparallel direction. A calculation similar to Eq. A4, with the substitutions gdjgcj =gxj, gbjgdj
†
=gzj, and gbjgaj
=gyj j 1,2, then yields
M = 
SU2
¯ 
SU2
dga1 ¯ Tr„sgl5gd2gc2gl4gd1gc1gl3gb2ga2gl2gb1ga1gl1gl6† ga1† gd1† gl9† gc2† gb2† gl8† gc1† gb1† gl7† ga2† gd2† gl10† …
= 
SU2
¯ 
SU2
dgx1 ¯ Tr„sgl5gx2gl4gx1gl3gy2gl2gy1gl1gl6† gy1† gz1gl9† gx2† gz2† gl8† gx1† gz1† gl7† gy2† gz2gl10† …
=
1
2s + 12SU2 ¯ SU2 dgx1dgy1dgx2dgy2 ¯ Tr„sgl7† gy2† gl8† gx1† gl9† gx2† gl10† gl5gx2gl4gx1gl3gy2gl2gy1gl1gl6† gy1† …
=
1
2s + 12
M. A5
After these steps, Eq. 48 follows by induction because every trajectory  can be constructed successively out of  by using
procedures of steps 2 and 3. Every l-encounter that does not decompose into several encounters of a lower number of
trajectories see Fig. 4 of Ref. 7 for an example can be constructed from 2-encounters in l−1 steps. Every such step then
brings out a factor of −12s / 2s+1 in M,, when this is constructed from M,=2s+1. Thus, V encounters with L stretches
altogether contribute a factor −12s / 2s+1L−V, which completes the proof of Eq. 48.
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